Distinct cytogenetic and clinicopathologic features in acute myeloid leukemia after occupational exposure to pesticides and organic solvents.
To study the correlation of environmental exposure to potentially mutagenic agents and the clinicopathologic picture in acute myeloid leukemia (AML), clinical features, morphologic characteristics, immunophenotype, and cytogenetics were studied in 59 patients with newly diagnosed AML. Based on interviews on occupational hazards and hobbies showing prolonged contact with pesticides (18 patients) and organic solvents (7 patients), 25 patients were categorized as "exposed". Thirty-four patients were categorized as "unexposed,", based on anamnestic findings. Light microscopic studies showed myelodysplasia involving multiple cell lineages in all assessable patients with professional exposure to pesticides and organic solvents, whereas morphologic aberrations of the non-blast cell population were confined to a minority of cells in unexposed patients. These findings were confirmed by electron microscopic studies in 31 patients. Immunologic analysis showed the presence of a minor megakaryoblastic component in six exposed patients and showed positive findings for the CD34 stem cell marker in 85% of exposed patients, a figure significantly higher as compared with that for unexposed subjects. Cytogenetic studies confirmed the frequent occurrence of 5q and/or 7q aberrations in patients occupationally exposed (10 of 25 cases). Other recurring chromosome aberrations in the exposed group were 17p-, trisomy 11q, and translocation of 16q, 6p, 7p, and 11p, whereas the classic AML-specific translocations (i.e., t[15;17]; t[8;21]) were detected only in unexposed subjects. Conventional chemotherapy achieved complete remission in 1 of 19 exposed patients, as opposed to 14 of 29 unexposed patients, with a median survival of 2 months in the former group and 8 months in the latter. Taken together, these findings document that AML in patients professionally exposed to toxic substances may represent a distinct cytogenetic and clinicopathologic entity. The clinicobiologic characteristics in these exposed patients are similar to the features of AML arising in patients with prior chemotherapy for another tumor, thus suggesting that similar transformation pathways may underlie leukemogenesis induced by cytotoxic drugs and by environmental exposure to some pesticides or organic solvents.